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poetry

Zakia Nasir

Spring
This evening when the thunder
stepped up its poundings
reverberating windows and the casements of the heart
the illusion that spring has tiptoed
silently on the doorstep fled.
With the peeping of blooms
from the still green scatterings of verdure
blossoms had budded every moment
I now recall all those flowers
which proudly looked up at the sun
now lying suppliant, drenched
in the evening rain
Will they rise up tomorrow?
to claim a new life
or forever lie rotting in the wet mud.
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Shackles
Twilight
The work worn women plod home
With heavy feet amid evenings’
Lengthening shadows
I watch as they walk down the country lane
Ignorant to a vision of a higher life
they press forward.
The overwhelming misery of women’s plight is
they are all prisoners of their own making
Their exploitation begins and ends in ignorance
an unconsciousness of the conscious bonds them
The locks are challenging
As the burden
Who will set them free?

Zakia Nasir is the former Chair of the English Department at
Lahore College for Women University. She has presented
papers at International Conferences and published a number of
pieces in international journals.
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poetry

Viv Eliot
Alphabet

Letters: twenty-six ways to turbulenceAncient symbols in combination:
Meaning, mystery—a multitude of
Thoughts encased in tiny tokens. Names,
Essence, elan vital stive and strung: words,
Words, palaver. Images landlocked.
A thousand ways to say the same thing;
Twenty-six ways to piece together games,
To say one thing, meaning another.
Twentysix ways to be a snake with ease,
Straight faced, with an empty heart. Words,
Words, exhausted. Images lost in
Twenty six ways. Words, nothing more.
Fraught with tableaux—Sibyl misunderstood.
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(visual art)
Viv Eliot
Bathroom Graffiti
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poetry

Jim Trainer

Hard Rain
had to write this by hand,
not only is the ribbon of the beautiful machine out of ink
it’s stuck between spools
the tape shot through with words
the words to heal, the words to know, the words to tell
pocked through the ribbon and this once powerful machine
reduced to 30 lbs of dead weight
it’s the same on the streets, you go, you pass by
and what passes for normal is denial
this is the first death, it will lead to the others
no poor on the street, but a faux apathy of entitled non
involvement
culture won’t move nowhere and judging by awards shows
music is a bust, a sad symptom of The Shit
not speaking up or out, like the people their music
doesn’t strive or bother. And this is also a death.
If it were Winter we could do what Winter does
have our frailty checked until we answer back, fortify
and then the Spring could ring out in truth
but there are no Winters anymore
only a smug, foiled Fall, where what we buried comes up,
the dead cannot rest and History takes your name
we’re gripped by the full terror of monkey wisdom
we can only respond to trauma
instead of by choice,
has there ever been more talk of the son of God
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concurrent with the utter absence of everything he stood
for?
we can only wait, in a permanent state of Nuclear Winter
until the big monkey falls
and another climbs up to take his place.
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The Arena’s Lights Burn Brightest
When Y’re Down in the Pit
what happens these days is what happens
for the rest of your life
the present moment clanging like
a migraine, or an alarm
going off so long you can’t hear it anymore
the present moment, a seed in the fallen fruit
the present moment stopping the locomotive
on a dime
and lifting it from the tracks
this is your reckoning.

All in the wind, Jim Trainer's third full-length collection of
poetry and prose, is out now through Yellow Lark Press. Trainer
lives in Austin, Texas, where he performs as a singer songwriter
and serves as curator of Going For The Throat, a weekly
publication of cynicism, outrage, correspondence and
romance. Please visit jimtrainer.net.
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poetry

Jenna Goldsmith

Basket’s lament
I, Basket.
Basket telephone
pole Basket,
poem, poem Basket
lay, Basket lay.
Petanque, Basket
rock Basket, wheel,
wagon, Basket
get in the wagon
Basket wagon
Basket wagon
and
“don't give him coffee”
and
“there are rules for dogs.”
Hemingway, Basket,
Basketway, heming.
Rest rest rest
rest
rest.
Coat Basket clean,
sheep Basket shear,
there are rules for dogs,
rules Basket
roll.
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Jenna Goldsmith is an Instructor of Writing at Oregon State
University Cascades in Bend, Oregon. In 2014, she earned the
inaugural Kentucky Writers Fellowship for Innovative Poetry
from the Baltic Writing Residency. Her writing has appeared in
NDR: New Delta Review, Rabbit Catastrophe Review, and
disClosure: A Journal of Social Theory. "Fieldwork: An Interview
with Juliana Spahr," appeared in a recent issue of ISLE:
Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment.
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poetry

Kendra Leonard

Pumpjack Andante
In this open Texas field
dipping birds are
pecking down and rising up,
simulacra of dinosaurs
(before we knew they had feathers)
drinking their own blood.
Their tempo never changes;
minutely out of sync with one another,
a landscape made performance art
of minimalism and metronomes,
performers who don’t know
they aren’t soloists,
automatons striking the single key
of industrial player pianos.
Redrust heads in steel bridles,
nodding donkeys plodding,
their brays atonal counterpoint
to the creaks and grinds
of pistons out of tune.
Smooth and circular hip joints swing:
jaded and cold belly-dancers
stripped of their zills and coins.
The field is dry;
the earth drier,
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but they dip, and dip,
counting beats in an endless
monotonous recital.
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Coyote Sits
We're hiking
in the mountains
the ones with the funny names
(if you know French).
The forest is frozen
icy trees lean solidly over
brooks of blocks of frost.
We climb to a lookout
past a man skiing
and along a raised dais
of winter.
Down below,
down the snow printed with
steps
and drops
of ice
a coyote paces in the road.
He's blending in with the salt and sand and snow
on the road.
Snow’s not too cold for him,
he sits,
til he hears ice-cracking shots.
And then he’s gone,
and the mountains begin a slow, spring-long melt.

Kendra Leonard is a musicologist and music theorist, and
the Director of the Silent Film Sound and Music Archive.
www.kendraprestonleonard.com/
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poetry

Robert Youngs Pelgrift, Jr.
Forsythia

It is that moment when May's mild breeze
So gently lulls my feeling that all sense
Is dulled, save the bewildered eye that sees
This budded clearing through a prism lens.
From heaven's blue, its spectrum wheels through green,
To daffodils in brilliant yellow stain
A band of yellow trumpets sway and lean
As they march to the breeze's sweet silent strain.
And over all does the high forsythia reign,
Its yellow fountain frothing fills the eye,
And fills it once more till it fails, and then
It sends its yellow traces to the sky.
But now a chill awakes my other sense,
And sight is turned to inward sights again.

Robert Youngs Pelgrift, Jr., is a graduate of Princeton
University and of Harvard Law School. He received the Special
Diploma in Social Studies from Oxford University in 1969. He
practiced law in New York City for many years, and is now an
editor for a legal publisher, working in New York City. HIs
poems have appeared in various anthologies and in The Lyric,
The Rotary Dial, and The Galway Review.
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poetry

Ayesha Yaseen

Temples
The world-weary voice in my decrepit temples
euphemistic appellations that lurked
stationed at the prefrontal lobe
escorted me to the flamboyantly bleak temples
like nostalgic unrevealed nights
mantles robbed of their lamps
akin to my existence
forsaken by the living.
Relinquished by portable gods
womb chamber and I
frantically chafed at the drought-like prayers
bedraggled – trammeled by conventions and fictitious
beliefs
seek the unadulterated love of Dalit pujaris.
This underprivileged pictorial rhetoric
shackled to the insensate jabbering
of history and religion
like a prostitute
destitute of its quiddity – an urban residuum.
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An Old Playlist
These clichéd choices of
consciously scribbled cacophonous chords,
calendared in computer’s cozy cage
capable of cautiously uncloaking the blurry chains;
cups of civilities and cultured coffees,
casual cruelties of clock’s currents
clouded coition and cold consent,
compulsive identities and corrupted concerns,
controlled climaxes and cowardly confessions,
contagious coughs and consuming conversations
costumed in colorless centuries
craving courage and contentment
to create continuing chaotic chapters
of carefully concocted lies.
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(visual art)
Ayesha Yaseen
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(fiction)
Ayesha Yaseen
For a Rupee
The twilight sky of the evening was starless and unusually
red. Moonlight glimmered lazily on the roofs of bleak houses of
my town. People, who strolled at this hour, looked rather
ghostly in this dim glow. Swollen clouds and a haze concealed
the redness of the sky. Our gatekeeper, Ram Din, was sitting on
a box outside his dwelling place. On nights like these, Ram Din
had to smile more than usual because, in the growing darkness
of the night, his milky-white teeth were the only emblem of his
presence; he, otherwise, was a strong, serious man because of
the nature of his job or the nature of the circumstances he had
been through. He had been serving my family since he was a
boy and all of us knew that he was not a man.
It was the night before my arrival and the big auction. My
father was a political leader of All India Muslim League and
well, my mother was British and a painter. My house was
decorated with a plethora of flowers and lights. My mother was
a perfectionist. Sometimes it took a week to decorate the house
to my mother’s satisfaction.
“Ram Din”, called my mother (hand on her swollen
stomach), “help this young man here (gasps) . . . take him
upstairs and open the door to balcony.”
He was not just a gatekeeper; he did whatever was asked.
He became my mother’s assistant whenever she needed one; he
transformed into a head chef whenever there was a feast at
home. He was the most trusted person in our home.
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Ram Din threw his cigarette in the bin and led the way.
“Here sahib, let me hold your tool bag.”
He hadn’t reached halfway when he heard my mother
calling out his name, this time a little louder than before.
“Ram Din … Din … call your sahib (gasps) send someone
for the woman your sahib told you about.”
Ram Din dropped the tool box and ran towards my mother.
He took her to her room. My father arrived. He bent and held
my mother’s hand. “Everything is going to be fine … you just
need to relax, I have sent for the woman, she’ll be here any
minute.”
“Mam sahib, take deep breaths . . . I’m going to Dargah
(shrine) to pray for you, Imam Din will be here any minute with
the woman.”
He left for Dargah and my father stayed with my mother.
Ram Din lit candles and prayed for my safe arrival and my
mother’s health all night. Everyone who wanted a piece of
peace for his heart came to this Dargah; everyone was
welcomed here regardless of their gender, religious, or political
orientations. He dozed off there and woke up with Imam Din’s
voice. “Raam Dinaa … O Raam Dinaa, you are needed back
home; have you forgotten about the auction?”
Ram Din wanted to ask him about my arrival but he feared
Imam Din. Imam Din hated Ram because he wasn’t a man and
yet he was loved by everyone in our home.
When Imam Din reached home, the auction was about to
begin but he went straight to my mother’s room. He was
stopped at the entrance and was told that my mother was dead
asleep; Imam Din added that she became hysterical when I
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made an appearance and the doctor had to calm her down with
a pill. He came outside with a bewildered look on his face. He
saw a small coffin lying in the corner of verandah. He mistook it
for a wooden box for my mother’s paintings. He knew that my
mother would behave frantically if the wooden case for her
paintings was to be this plain. He brought out the painting kit
and painted my mother’s favourite patterns on the box. My
mother, Elizabeth, taught him how to draw and paint. He
placed it under the sun to let it dry.
Meanwhile, the auction started in the lawn which was
covered with a clear tent. A maroon coloured, handcrafted
carpet was laid at the entrance. Chairs were decorated with
tulle and lavender paired together. Mason jars filled with
flowers were placed in the centre of the table. My father,
Abdullah, dressed in white, traditional Indian dress stood at the
stage. The stage was erected between two trees. Twinkle lights
coupled with net pleated fabric were wrapped around both the
trees.
Without any further delay, bids started. Ram Din stood at
the back. He wanted to buy one of the paintings but he had
spent all his savings last night at Dargah and was left with only
one rupee in his pocket. Disheartened, he went back to my
mother’s room to check up on her. He was once again stopped
by Imam Din. Ram Din came back and took the box that he
had painted to his room. He started packing his things to leave
after the auction. It was weekend and he used to visit his
community every weekend.
After having sold every piece of artistic labour, my father
called Ram Din. “Raam Din, bring some soup for your Mam
sahib.”
My mother was sobbing and pleading. My father sat next to
her and held her. “We’ll be fine. We’ll just be all right without
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this. We deserve better.”
“And why does he deserve any less?” my mother pointed at
me, “Why does he have to suffer?” “Why can’t he live with us?”
I was crying at the top of my lungs just when my father
stood up and grabbed me by the arm and took me outside. He
looked for the coffin. “Imam Din, Ram Din, where is that damn
coffin?”
For Ram Din, this was a bolt out of blue. A COFFIN? He
went to his room and brought back the painted box. My father
was infuriated by the paint on the coffin. “Why can’t you, for
once, act like a man Ram Din?”
“How can he act like a man when he isn’t one?” Imam Din
said disgustingly.
Ram Din had tears in his eyes. “Oh, now here come the
waterworks.” said my father.
I could hear my mother’s sobs. I cried even more loudly
and my father lashed me. Ram Din stepped forward to free me
from my father’s grip but my father pushed him away and
handed me to Imam Din, who was my father’s favourite because
he was a man. ”Take this damn thing with you and throw it
where it ought to be.” my father said pointing to the coffin. My
mother came out of her room but my father took her inside and
gave her a beating for creating such a scene.
Imam Din was holding me by the neck and the rest of my
body was hanging. He was choking me. I could feel the disgust
in his eyes because I was not one of his kind; I was not a man
and wasn’t a woman either.
Ram Din followed him. He stopped him and tried to hold
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me. Imam Din smirked and let him. I wasn’t breathing. “Get a
good look, he’s you.” Ram Din was crying; I could feel his tears
on my face. “Hurry up you damn chick, I have to dump him.”
Ram Din begged him to let me have a proper burial but
nothing could shake Imam Din except money and cigarettes.
Ram Din bargained me for a rupee, cigarettes, and a matchbox.
“You are your mother’s best artistic piece to bid for at this
auction.” said Ram Din and laid me in the painted coffin.
“Just one day of trans life and rejection.” Now my
tombstone reads: worth a rupee and two packs of cigarettes.
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visual art
Eleni Pilla
Birds
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Graffiti Devourer
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Eleni Pilla completed her PhD in Shakespeare on Screen at
Royal Holloway (University of London) in 2006. Eleni has
published articles on theatrical and screen adaptations of
Shakespeare, space in literature and film and the translation of
Shakespeare’s Sonnets into Greek. She has designed and taught
courses in Shakespeare, Theatre Studies, and English Poetry, at
the undergraduate and postgraduate levels at Northern Arizona
University, Goldsmiths, Royal Holloway, University of Cyprus,
and the Open University of Cyprus. She is currently a Cultural
Officer at the Ministry of Education and Culture of the Republic
of Cyprus. Eleni seeks creative outlets through photography and
writing poetry. She declares herself an ardent lover of nature.
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fiction

Bethany Barthel
Aren’t We Beautiful?

“Goddammit!”
Blood starts to fill the cavity I’m working in. This is such a
delicate process. I’ve nicked an artery, but the constant loss of
blood is less a problem than the fact that it makes it impossible
for me to see what I’m doing. After all, this body won’t need this
blood for much longer. But I can’t risk accidentally slicing
through a delicate silver tendril.
“Suction.”
A clear tube enters my narrow vision and starts pumping
blood out of the cavity, into a storage tank. Soon I can see the
beating heart again. It is beautiful, in its own, ordinary way -- a
strong muscle glistening with wet blood -- but it’s nothing
compared to what lies beneath it. What it hides does not move,
exactly. It pulses, but does not beat. A body could no more
survive without it than without lungs or a spinal cord. I’ve seen
many of the ethereal, luminous organs in my profession, but for
some reason the awe I experience at finding it nestled within
the ribcage, below the heart, never diminishes.
I remove the heart, cradling it in my palms and feeling its
warmth before I let it splash into its refrigerated, fluid-filled
retainment tank. It’s still good. Most of his organs are still good,
and there’s no reason to let them go to waste.
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“Is…is that…it? Is that…him?” My apprentice, fresh out of
advanced med school, is gazing at what I have revealed, the
soft, blue pulsing lights that travel along its transparent limbs
reflecting off his blue-tinted goggles. He is so young, only 26
years into his first Cycle, and still so enamoured with life. Me, I
am only enamoured with the essence of it.
“Yes, that would be him. This is what we all really look
like.”
“Aren’t we beautiful?”
He’s right, we are. More beautiful than any aliens we ever
imagined might be out there in the universe. To think we spent
billions on space travel looking for almost incomprehensible
beauty and equally incomprehensible answers to questions we
could hardly articulate and the answer to one of the most
ancient mysteries was held within our own chests. All we had to
do to find it was get it to lie still.
“The textbooks don’t do it justice.”
Instead of responding to him, I carefully slip my index
finger between a gently pulsing tendril and the muscle beneath
it, running my finger up and down slowly along its length,
relaxing it, until I fool it into trusting me enough to let go, and it
coils up to its body, which is about the size of my fist.
“Now you try, very carefully. If you hurt it, it’ll retreat and
hide and we’ll have to sew Mr. Howard back up and try again
another time, and you can bet he won’t be happy about that.” I
expose another tendril to my assistant. “Project love into your
touch.” There is such wonder and adoration in his face. Which
is perhaps why I chose him, instead of the fifty other eligible
applicants. This job is a guaranteed ticket to another Cycle, but I
didn’t want to mentor someone who only saw this job as a
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means to extend their life – I wanted someone with passion,
which is rare in a world where Cycles have practically become
currency.
The boy has no problem convincing the tendril to release its
hold. Even through his goggles it looks as if he might cry. I set
about revealing more silver threads, deeper into the body and
farther and farther away from the centre of the organ, for him to
relax. There are a couple hundred, but the boy is surprisingly
quick and we are done in only a few hours and once what we
came for is hibernating in its storage tank we leave the
operating room to give space to the doctors who must remove
the rest of the body’s organs and store them for future use.
The door closes behind me but the coppery scent of blood
still lingers in my nostrils. Out in the hallway, I switch off my
goggles and let them dangle about my neck. My apprentice runs
off to make notes about his first Transfer before he forgets any
little detail. I notice another doctor spot me from down the hall
and start towards me, leaving the person she was talking to in
mid-sentence.
"How did it go?' she asks, a little before she reaches the
appropriate distance to start a conversation. Her eyes are wide
and alert with eagerness.
Other doctors and nurses within earshot slow or stop what
they are doing without looking up, trying to look like they aren't
listening in. I am not very surprised that the whole Transfer
department seems to know who I was working on today.
"As well as expected," I reply. "You know from experience
that Transfers rarely go awry anymore."
"Well, yes, but, you know what I mean."
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Yes, I know what she means. She was just looking for an
adequately polite way to start the conversation so that I couldn't
leave before she could satisfy her curiosity.
“So it was really Howard? James Howard?” she keeps going
before I can answer; not that she needs me to confirm who my
patient was. “I can’t believe you got to do his first Transfer. I
would have given up an entire Cycle to have been chosen!
Where did he want to be Implanted? Is he taking an adult body?
Or does he want a Newborn?”
“I will be Implanting him in a Newborn tomorrow morning.
I think he is curious to see how much he will remember of his
life in an infant’s brain.”
“Oh, of course! Of course he wouldn’t want just a half
Cycle in a criminal’s body, he’s way too important for that!
Better to have a blank canvas, a house not lived in yet. Why not,
when you can afford it!”
A snort comes from behind me and I turn to see a man in a
dark blue janitor’s uniform mopping the already immaculate
white tiles. “James Howard. The man who discovered the soul.
He can have anything he wants.” He steps forward so that his
face is only inches from mine and seems to search my face for
something, his eyes squinted and the muscles around his mouth
tense. His gaze falls slightly, and a little to my right, and he
smirks. “Got yourself a little something right there.” He taps my
white collar. “Doctor.” The word is filled with contempt. And
then his smirk disappears and he turns abruptly and wheels his
bucket of soapy water down the hallway.
I look down and pinch my collar between my right indexfinger and thumb. Two small droplets of blood have dried onto
the cloth, bright as poppies.
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***
The air is chilly and damp and the sky above is a grey sheet
of clouds, matching the asphalt and the concrete and steel
buildings. Everything is grey in the Medical District. But it’s also
orderly and immaculate, like my operation room. No colour in
either one except for the bodies that walk the streets and lie on
the table. However, the streets are deserted now. People don’t
dilly dally in the Medical District; you go to work, and then you
leave, either for home or for some other district. The only
sounds are my footsteps echoing off the concrete and the swish
of my slacks against the lab coat draped over my left arm. I
enjoy the desertedness. I turn my wrist to check my watch and
see the white cotton of my lab coat slide off my forearm and
onto the ground. I stoop to try to catch it before it hits the
sidewalk but what my fingers grab is not just white cloth.
I am grasping cold flesh, a skeletal arm cloaked in dark,
ashen skin, the hand holding tightly to a bundle of my lab coat.
I jerk away so forcefully that I stumble backwards a couple steps
and drop my briefcase. There is someone mostly hidden in the
shadow of a building, just a darker shape within a dark shape,
stretched out to hold on to my coat. And then the shape falls
over onto the pavement, its face no longer obscured.
It’s a boy.
Maybe ten years old. Cheeks sunken and eyes glazed.
Decaying teeth showing between parted lips. Skin that clearly
used to be a rich, deep brown now almost as grey as the
asphalt. I can see all the contours of the bones in his face and
arms and hands, hear his laboured breathing. He does not try to
speak to me, does not ask for the coat, but he’s still holding on.
With a strangled sound from my throat I yank my coat from
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his thin and grimy fingers, feeling as if I might vomit or cry, or
both, and I run the rest of the way down the block. Only after I
round the corner do I slow to a brisk walk, occasionally looking
over my shoulder, as if he even had the strength to follow me.
***
Freshly cleaned, my lab coat hangs on the hook on the
back of my bedroom door. The blood didn’t come out, not
completely, and somehow I feel as if the boy’s handprint cannot
be washed out either. I lie down, turn off the lamp on my
bedside table and shut my eyes, expecting darkness. Blank,
peaceful darkness cloaked by my eyelids and the lightless room
beyond. Darkness is not what I receive. When I shut my eyes,
there it is. The brightness, the brilliance, of the operating room.
The lights, the white, the blood. But this time there isn’t a world
renowned medical scientist lying on my operating table. There
is a tiny black baby, alone and malnourished, his breath
hitching as if he is going to start crying, staring at me with
terrified eyes.
My eyes snap open, but I see only the dim shapes and
shadows in the blanketing darkness. Relieved, I close my eyes
again, only to find that the image hasn’t left. It seems tattooed
there, on the backs of my eyelids, in blinding clarity. I cover my
face with my hands, pushing my palms against my eyes until I
start to see strange lights caused by the pressure. I don’t
understand what I’m feeling. This twisting in the pit of my
stomach, an ache in my heart. I have never felt an emotion this
strong or this negative. The world I live in is organized and
controlled and straightforward, the people governed by facts,
not feelings, like everyone I work with. Then what is this? It is a
little like regret, but much stronger, and more painful, and I still
feel that disgust from earlier.
Only the disgust is directed at myself. That boy on the street
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was something that I knew existed, but had never seen. Just
another statistic. Not the kind of person that ever made it to my
operating table. He clearly had no money, no status, and
therefore no chance to ever know anyone else who had had
more than one cycle, let alone have more than one himself. The
pressure-lights behind my eyes morph into the Janitor’s sneering
face. Doctor.
I leap out of bed and grab my goggles and lab coat before I
throw open the door and race down the stairs and out onto the
street. No one outside to see me of course. But still better to get
this done quickly. I dash down the sidewalk, tripping and
scraping my knees and palms as I go around the corner but I
don’t stop moving. What if he’s already dead? What if the
Herders have already taken him out of the district? But I arrive
at the spot and he’s there, slumped against the wall with his
eyes closed. I hold my breath to try to hear if he’s breathing, but
blood is pounding in my ears and I can’t hear anything else. I
notice his chest moving, only minutely, but it’s good enough for
me. I drape my coat around him and scoop him into my arms.
He opens his eyes halfway and then close again.
“What are you doing here?” I whisper. “At least in the
Residential District people might pity you enough to feed you.
But that would have been where you came from, wouldn’t it?”
He doesn’t try to answer.
I clutch him close to my chest and continue running until I
reach the glass doors to enter the Transfer wing. Shit. My key
card is still in my lab coat pocket. Before I can try to get the key
card out without dropping the boy, a face appears just on the
other side of the glass.
The janitor. He’s scowling at me. Or is he scrutinizing me?
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I freeze.
His eyes flick to the boy in my arms and then return to my
face. Our breath fogs up both sides of the glass. He has a
choice to make right now. What I am about to do is illegal, and
he is either going to aid me or get Security. Time hangs
suspended, a pendulum, swaying back and forth, counting
down the last moments of this boy’s life.
The janitor opens the door. “Doctor.” He nods.
I step inside and search his face for a couple seconds. I
don’t know what I see. I sprint down the hallway to my
operating room and lay the boy on the metal rolling table. I
sterilize my hands and my equipment as quickly as I can. It’s
not just the boy’s health that dangles his life over the abyss now.
I inject a sedative into his arm and then the liquid that will
enable me to see his soul with my goggles, which are now
starting to feel like a noose hanging around my neck. I strap
them on and hook the boy up to an IV. No time to hook him up
to machines. I hurriedly prepare a tank in which to clean the
glowing orb once I remove it from his chest.
Only one more thing to grab while I wait for the sedative to
kick in.
Next door is the Newborn. Floating in its tank designed to
keep it alive, attached to nutrients and monitors by an artificial
umbilical cord. An empty vessel, grown in a lab. I move the
tank onto a trolley and wheel it back into the OR, its fluid
sloshing against the sides.
No more time to waste. I cut away the boy’s clothes and
place the scalpel on his chest.
“I’m…Benjamin,” he breathes with dying lungs.
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I look up at him. He stares down at me with hooded eyes.
I look away and press down on the scalpel. Glistening
beads of red form as I cut, dewdrops on a spider’s web. I work
faster than I ever have before, exposing each tiny thread of the
soul. They let go so quickly; they were already barely holding
on. Once they are all free I take the orb from the body and dunk
it in the cleansing fluid to remove the blood. I pull the trolley
closer to the operating table and roll the ten-year old body off to
make room for the Newborn, feeding a breathing tube down its
throat and detaching the umbilical cord. A few careful incisions
and I can Transfer the soul into the Newborn’s tiny chest. The
orb that is Benjamin quickly extends its limbs and attaches itself
to all the nerves in the tiny body, to the brain.
I hear a knock on the glass window and I spin around. It’s
the janitor, walking briskly past my OR. Security. They were
notified when the Newborn was detached. I’m almost out of
time.
I start to frantically stitch up the baby but pounding feet are
running down the hall, closing in. Six people in Security
uniforms come barreling into the room, yelling for me to freeze
and stop what I’m doing, but three of them are already on me,
two bending my arms at agonizing angles while a third sticks a
needle in my neck. I hear screaming, thinking it’s the baby, even
though that’s impossible.
It’s me.
I see another officer radioing for backup through my
narrowing tunnel vision, the two others reaching for Benjamin.
Then my vision goes black and my whole world is noise and
pain.
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And then it’s only silence.
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personal essay

Joshua Adair
Road Rage

Just a few months after earning my driver’s license, I killed
my father’s favourite child. It probably wasn’t entirely
unintentional. He had tortured our entire family with his classic
car obsession since long before my birth and the temptation of
butchering one of those behemoths had tantalized me for years,
at least subconsciously. Whereas he found it fun to insist all of
us – my two siblings and mom – spend every evening and
weekend working on his wrecks, we’d long lost interest after
miles of mishaps. He was mad for muscle cars – stuck in the
50s and 60s – thus we never drove any post-Kennedy clunkers.
His favourites were “5, 6, and 7 Chevys,” by which he meant
Bel-Airs from ’55-’57. What they made up for in style and size,
they lacked in steadfastness and safety. We rarely went
anywhere that an alternator didn’t expire or brakes didn’t break.
They were “rolling piles of crap,” as my mother would say, and
they conveyed me, unreliably, into adulthood.
This folly wasn’t entirely his fault; he was a born to a motor
maniac. His mother, made maternal at just sixteen, had been
born and bred in the deceptively dubbed “Biggsville,” which
was anything but. Desperate to depart their domestic
dysfunction, my grandmother set her sights on the Adair
brothers, Don and Dale. To her they were interchangeable;
when Dale dumped her she settled for Don. Accustomed to
cast-offs from his older and more popular brother, Catherine
suited his sense of second-bestness, their vows being as much
about vaunting his victimhood as they were a bon voyage to
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Biggsville. He was her vehicle and when they fled in his Ford to
elope in Kahoka, MO, she had already started to fantasize about
soon driving her own Dodge or something similarly de luxe.
Women in her family didn’t drive; they didn’t exactly
demure, either. Her mother, Mona – a woman my mother
always referred to as “the flesh-eating troll” because her slight
stature, questionable coif, and cutting quips called to mind a
pint-sized Pol Pot – had forfeited that freedom when she flung
my infant grandmother from her doorless Model T into an
adjacent field. Just as her mood was perennially poisonous, her
speed was curiously constant: she drove at 25 mph regardless.
One day in ’27 as she was hauling several of her kids to
Burlington, IA, for food, she careened around a corner and
catapulted Catherine into a crop of corn. She survived,
surprisingly, but Mona motoring did not.
As a result, Catherine suffered motor mania from the
moment she heard the tale that everyone else considered
cautionary. Not her: it proved she could survive everything,
including unplanned flight. She dreamed of the day she could
drive, decide, demand. Her ambitions, by today’s standards,
weren’t grand: she wanted a new car to drive. She was willing
to work for it, and Don made sure she did. “Good enough for
you,” was his standard response to everything with which she
made do, including himself. She acquiesced, though she didn’t
exactly agree; when it came to cars, however, she never caved.
She bought her first Buick with bras, though this is not
nearly as sexy as it sounds. In fact, of all the adjectives anyone
ever used to describe my grandmother, sexy was never one of
them. She proudly proclaimed to anyone who would listen that
she hated sex and slept atop the bedclothes for the entirety of
her forty-three year marriage. “You only have to do it once,” she
would warn my mother moments before she walked down the
aisle in ’67, and she wasn’t kidding. As soon as dad went to
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grade school, she hired on at Formfit, a local undergarment
factory. When Don found out, he threw a fit. Working twelve
miles away would require transportation. Initially this meant
riding to Monmouth with him as he delivered hogs to slaughter.
He sympathized with their imperilment as he felt certain she
would also slit his throat, figuratively speaking, when she got
the chance.
He wasn’t wrong; after about six months she’d saved up a
down-payment on that Buick. It took tacking thousands of bra
straps in place, but she didn’t care. She’d have her ride. She
would barrel into Biggsville and bellow about that Buick in its
improbable blush pink and buff painted brazenness. She’d show
them – and she did. In the next couple decades, she’d trade cars
every few years; always for something new and pastel. Her
house may have been Spartan and her clothes homemade, but
nobody outdid her car. She embodied the American Dream
behind the wheel, arrogant and overbearing. Those cars were
her weapons: they fought off her cumbersome quagmire of a
past and dared anyone to defy her presence.
Of course it was a little hard to take her newfound
pretensions seriously when the car was parked in the driveway.
From that vantage, the entire neighbourhood could see not only
her diligently detailed car, but also her halfway hidden
outhouse. My grandparents bought their house at a bargain, but
only because it was really the halves of two houses pulled
together. How one finds a half a house hanging around waiting
to meet its soulmate, no one could clearly explain, though I’ve
been asking for decades. Nevertheless, this mismatch becomes
readily apparent when considering its side-by-side front doors
and oddly placed mini-staircases to reach the rooms on the
west half of the second floor. The entire structure was an
architectural palimpsest whose half-obscured undergirdings no
one wished to decipher. The fact that it had no bathroom was
neither a shock nor a deterrent; Grandma prioritized Pontiacs
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over potties.
She transferred that logic to the interstates, too. Once she
secured her transportation, she developed a major mania for
movement. I think of her, in some ways, as the spirit of that age.
The ‘50s, at least on the surface, which was her dominant place
of dwelling, were turquoise and teal – pastels aplenty – with
outsized, chrome-covered cars and kitchens. They were roadruled and ready to recreate. Real freedom meant motion –
preferably perennial – with ceaseless services – gas stations,
motels, diners, and tourist traps – queueing up curbside to
tempt travellers. With Catherine, though, there was a catch; she
could afford the vehicle to travel, including the petrol, but there
was no money for stops. She carried a Community brand coffee
can in the car for nature’s number one call; she would brake for
number two and nothing else.
Dad spent his early days in a back seat that doubled as a
bathroom. Catherine received two weeks’ vacation each
summer and she dutifully plotted out a point impossible to
reach without distraction-free driving. They slept in the car –
just a few hours at a time – and took sink baths while someone
pooped and she topped off the tank. They survived on Dr.
Pepper and hard salami sandwiches morning, noon, and night.
Grandpa, on a diet of his own, usually skipped the sandwich for
a Salem with the window barely cracked. The smokiness leant
an air of mystique and religiosity to their relentless roving, as
though some unseen priest praised their peregrinations. Once
they reached the turning-point, Catherine would gesture wildly
at some landmark or another and then start making dark
prognostications about whether they could actually make the
return trip quickly enough for her to appear at work on time.
“Look Donald, there’s XXXXX!!!” became his childhood
catchphrase, as he caught a glimpse of the world through the
back glass. Like life in an itinerant snow globe, one could see
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the world without exploring it. An unusually passive child, this
detachment rarely troubled him except for the year they visited
Disneyland. It was early August, 1955 and Catherine was intent
upon hauling her family to Anaheim so that Dad could return to
school with stories about their travels America’s latest, and
greatest, attraction. Every time she daydreamed about his
classmates’ disappointed, jealous faces at hearing Donald had
been to Disneyland she pushed the pedal to the metal. Speed
and a greed for besting others propelled her. After dozens of Dr.
Peppers and melted ice soaked salami sandwiches, she finally
shrieked, “There’s Disneyland, Donald!” did a u-y in the
parking lot, and headed for Illinois, despite his pleas, protests,
and pules. She couldn’t imagine why he was in such a state;
he’d seen Disneyland and could tell his classmates all about it.
That was more than she ever had in the eight years she attended
school.
Disneyland was the death of Dad’s childhood. Shortly after
they returned, Grandpa took him out to the privy and forced
him to smoke Salems till he puked in the hopes it would headoff the forming of a habit. That same fall Grandma insisted he
start working at odd jobs around town. He’d be needing his
own vehicle soon enough and she wouldn’t pay for it. Since
cars were their Catholicism, he saw no reason to resist. He
started running errands for Clyde Goff, whose service station he
hoped one day to own. He not only dreamt of the vehicles he
would purchase, he harbored a hankering to overhaul them.
Shortly thereafter, his great-grandfather gifted him a rusty Model
A to restore, finally eradicating Mickey Mouse from his memory
forever.
In the decade that followed he fulfilled his mother’s every
ambition. He bought and traded cars with unmatched
frequency. Every Sunday transpired in the family garage
repairing, fine-tuning, and detailing. Grandma followed, always
two steps behind, cleaning up every tool or splash of grease he
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dropped. At day’s end, she hauled out her newly acquired
Electrolux, which looked like a mini-motorcar, and vacuumed
his ride, certain that a clean interior secured a successful week.
She didn’t even bat an eyelash when Dad’s best friend backed
over her vacuum in a frenzy of car-cleaning. Such a sacrifice
seemed superficial; if the car gods demanded such a tribute so
be it. He bought Corvettes, Camaros, and Cameos. His madness
for motors satisfied her every ambition as she imagined friends,
neighbors, and relatives reeling in rage over the Adairs’
vehicular victories. Nothing else mattered in the age of the
automobile.
When Dad was drafted in ’65, Catherine was only too
happy to hotfoot his sexy Stingray to Fort Campbell for him to
drive after basic training. His euphoria lasted about six weeks
before they shipped him off to Germany and the car had to be
collected again. During his months of absence, his Corvette and
Cameo commiserated in forlorn silence, cloaked in a dustcloth
in Catherine’s garage. Mom eagerly awaited news of his
experiences, proclamations of his love and longing. When
airmail packages started arriving, she was alight with
anticipation over the precious presents they surely contained.
Instead, she found stacks of European car magazines. His
masturbatory fantasies, she surmised, were more pistons than
Playboy. When I arrived in the late 70s, those muscle car mags
were still secreted under his side of the bed – mattress material
for the married, apparently.
Whereas my grandmother found upward mobility and class
consciousness in her cars, Dad discovered midcentury
masculinity. Jan & Dean, The Beach Boys, and the Everly
Brothers built his brain; they sang his song. They helped him
understand cars come first; girls make great hood ornaments;
sound and speed are more seductive. Rather than racing to a
destination, he careered competitively; drag was his drug. He
hauled Mom from Cordova to Havana – which isn’t nearly as
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globetrotting as it sounds – to test the strips at opposite ends of
Illinois. She ate burnt hot dogs and lost the upper range of her
hearing, as well as the lower limits of her patience, as she sped
toward disinterest at an alarming rate. His vision was so blurred
by velocity that he barely noticed. Clearly everyone understood
the indisputable supremacy of the souped-up showcar.
By the early ‘70s, however, her caprice had far more to do
with kids than classic cars. We arrived in quick succession and
the Corvette was sold for station wagon – a ’57 Nomad, to be
exact. For a while Dad had insisted fatherhood not forfeit his
favourite four-wheeled children, but after a police warning for
hauling us around in the package tray of a fawn-coloured
Corvette, mom insisted on the trade. It was a devil’s bargain, as
it was then that he started to fantasize about familicide. He still
had his vintage vehicles, but the kids consumed his cash. As a
result of what he considered our overconsumption, we always
drove cars just about to crash; it was our penitence for
rendering his auto fund virtually penniless.
There was the ’56 Bel-Air with the gas cap under the
taillight and a metal milk crate for a driver’s seat. It had no
interior whatsoever, a fitting configuration for father’s existential
crisis. The exterior shown in Candy Apple Red and Almond twotone, the interior operating as a log-rolling session among we
three kids every time he turned a corner. Perhaps he hoped to
launch one or more of us as Mona had Catherine, but he never
succeeded because the lack of cranks meant the windows were
stationary. Then there was a ’63 Impala that couldn’t keep a
clutch; mom slam-shifted everywhere she went, the motherly
Mario Andretti of our formative years. One Chevy II, Flinstonian
in its floorboards, could have been pedalled had our legs been
longer. Some days we felt like we were extras in an episode of
Falcon Crest or some other silly soap opera in which brake lines
get cut and kids go careening as Mom barrels towards a bush
hoping for the best. We were never hurt – not physically
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anyway – and we learned the meaning of adversity early on.
Our gas gauges had all given up sometime in the ‘60s. Dad
didn’t compensate by gassing up regularly, so we got used to
marching in front of Mom as she creatively cursed Grandma
and Dad. None of the dials were dependable; we guessed how
fast we were going and how hot the engine might be. The
indicator in the radio didn’t even tell the truth; his cars were
conspiratorial contraptions that held together only so long as he
was at the helm. The minute Mom left home with us, tires
flattened, axels cracked, and transmissions bid farewell. One
cracked distributor cap left us stranded in a car wash, waxing
wrathful and wishing daddy would, finally, take our T-Bird away.
Our little coupe, without question, was deuce.
By the time I reached driver’s ed, I could tell any car
enthusiast far more than he wanted to know about the
vicissitudes of vintage vehicles. I ruefully recounted lost
weekends foraging for fenders and seeking six synced screws; I
could clearly colour accounts of calibrating carburetors and
primering, puttying, and polishing past-prime hoopties. I could
even tell tales of smearing STP on a primed-but-not-yet-painted
passenger fender so that no paint would ever adhere – an act of
defiance not yet forgiven thirty years hence. Dad taught me how
to drive in a white ’64 Chevy Impala with a clutch he’d adjusted
to such stiffness that my mother’s right leg started to look like a
linebacker’s. His favourite infliction was to make me park on a
hill and then launch as the car clipped backwards; I learned
how to do so, but only in third gear, which infuriated him. He
never could figure out how I managed it, failing to understand
my delight in defying his decrees that no such thing was
possible.
He paid me back, however, by sending me for my driving
test in a blue and white ’55 Chevy Bel-Air with a hot-wire start,
a speedometer that registered 75 mph at about 25 mph, no seat
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belts, and no horn. In Illinois in those days, no horn meant no
go, so mom and I were sent home immediately to remedy the
situation. In typical fashion, he rigged one up – exposed wires
and all – and sent us back. I pleaded for a speedometer
solution, but he swore they wouldn’t care, so off we went. After
blowing our homemade horn to prove its potency, I explained
to the examiner about the gauges and she stared dead-eyed and
disinterested. Off we went and soon the speedometer indicated
I was going at least 90. The DMV diva oscillated between telling
me I was going too fast according to the speedometer and
telling me I was driving dangerously slow. In the end she
flunked me for it.
I finally got my license a week later by borrowing a friend’s
car. Dad couldn’t grasp my frustration with his nifty fifties
nightmare. That’s not terribly surprising considering that
strandings, flat tires, and empty gas tanks were his idea of fun
family outings. Later that year, on a tour of my future
undergraduate alma mater, he would expel the entire exhaust
system from our jalopy as we hurdled a speed bump in full,
gaping view of half the student body. It felt like evacuating one’s
own innards while onlookers munch popcorn and slurp sodas.
He barrelled forward, blithely, immune to our mortification. I
wanted to shrink onto the floorboards, but I wasn’t altogether
certain they wouldn’t give way under my weight. Plus, we were
well conditioned to know that we were only allowed to huddle
in horror on the floorboards when mom screamed, “Get down!”
which usually meant the brakes were on the blink.
That same summer, I hit the highway. While my friends
were ambling about in fresh-off-the-lot Firebirds and cheap-butcute Cavaliers, I was driving the battle axe Bel-Air that doomed
my driver’s test. Nearly forty by that point, its keys were so worn
that the ignition no longer required them to start. In addition to
its wide array of function-free gauges, it also sported a cracked
distributor cap that stranded me whenever the car got wet –
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thunderstorms, car washes, puddle splashes. The heater was
always on, though one could run the aftermarket air conditioner
to balance its effects. After about four minutes, though, it would
freeze up and leak warm, chemical-smelling water on the
carpet. In high summer, the after effect of this decision was
somewhat akin to what it must be like to drive a dirty dish
sponge.
When I suggested I might like to get a job and buy a car of
my own – one of the Buick Regals or Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme’s that were cool then – dad refused. He never fully
transitioned mentally from being a seventeen year old car
junkie, and he wasn’t going to allow me to forego the fun he
knew I could have if I’d just relax. He was convinced the other
kids thought my ride was rad and that I was just being bitchy.
He couldn’t grasp that when we saw my friends and classmates
pointing and smiling as we drove by, no one thought we were
cruising in the American Dream-mobile. To all of them, we
were bizarre, behind-the-times, and baffling in our Bel-Air. In
fact, the only admirers I ever encountered were creepy clones
of my father; eager middle-aged gawkers making near-obscene
hand gestures at stoplights and striking up uncomfortable
conversations at gas pumps. More than once, thanks to the car’s
utter lack of technology, I soaked my shoes with unleaded as
the tank overflowed, distracted by their unwanted auto
advances. Stranger danger, for me, became much more relevant
at sixteen than it had ever been at six.
While fending off their car courting – a misguided move to
recapture their youth – I couldn’t help feeling a bit sorry for
them. “Car guys” as my mother called them, seemed to see the
world as one endless loop of American Graffiti – Grease
mashup, sans the singing. They were as distinctive as they were
delusional; they bought the Leave it to Beaver/Beach Boys
midcentury madness without concern or critique. They moved
through the world without ever acknowledging – whether from
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blindness or denial, I can’t say – that poodle skirts, saddle
shoes, and sweater sets had gone the way of Sandra Dee. They
betrayed no understanding of the fact that, despite our town still
having one, drive-in A & W root beer stands were no longer a
thing. They averted their gaze as they passed the Blue
Moonlight Drive-In Theatre to avoid assimilating the reality that
it now served as a parking lot for farming implements. In getting
their kicks, they had to pretend that Route 66 wasn’t potholed
and past-prime. To them, I was Dinah’s latest disciple, seeing
the USA in my Chevrolet; I Shore-d up their muscle car
masculinity by maintaining motor mania.
That was a heavy mantle and one I found mostly
meaningless. Even then I considered their neglectful nostalgia
annoying; it ignored the retrograde reality of their formative
years. While it was hardly a new technology at the time,
automobiles had recently become accessible to most of the
people my family knew in the years following WW II. To be
sure, most aspects of their lives weren’t as glamorous or glossy
as the images they were consuming on their newly acquired
television sets – as well as from newspapers and magazines –
but their cars were a different deal. They could shoot for style in
that arena because, broadly speaking, it was attainable and
often over-the-top in that era. Cars were large, chrome-y, and
colourful; practically speaking, they were also manageable in
terms of size and sunk costs. They defined not only literal
mobility, but also metaphorical movement. They telegraphed
the hopes and hype of an era obsessed with progress, motion,
and the future.
If you were to peruse our family scrapbooks and home
movies from the 50s and 60s, you would find cars featured as
frequently as family members. That’s no accident. Our cars –
whether I like it or not – were family members to my father,
grandmother, and many other folks. There was a ’36 Ford
pickup called Henry; the Bel-Air I drove was always lovingly
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labeled “The 5.” “I’ll pick you up from school today,” Mom
would say when we were younger, “look for me in ‘The 5,’”
because, of course, it was manufactured in ’55. As a little kid,
though, I always imagined it was because our family unit was
comprised of us 5 and much as I often hated it, that antiquated
example of the once space-age future emblematized our quirky
quaintness as the weird family stuck in the 50s. I don’t think
that’s the future its makers fantasized when they formulated its
space age spaciousness, but it’s a narrative of our nuclear family
that now seems distinctly our own.
That dream of the 50s – shiny, bright, spacey – was
amnesiac in its affect; the world wanted to forget the 40s in all
their horrific heartlessness. It marketed innocence and
wholesomeness as uniquely American values, a mode the auto
industry manufactured in a major way. In its uncritical
capitalizing upon a war-wounded world, they gave a generation
the gift of auto-mobility. A cool car established a sense of
power, however illusory, and a position in a world that lacked
logic. Little else mattered for some of those guys – my father
being one of them – as everything else took a back seat to their
rides. There are, of course, “car guys” from subsequent
generations but, in my unwillingly extensive experience, they
can’t compare to their elders’ ecstatic, even erotic, embrace of
all things auto. In fact, I’m convinced that if it were possible to
enter my father’s synapses – now nearly 74 years old – we
would soon learn that he still believes most fervently that the
perfectly restored sedan will somehow solve all that ails us,
cruising us forward into a better future filled with milkshakes,
sock hops, and the turquoise tranquility of technological
triumph.
In my case, however, “the 5” propelled me directly into the
trunk of an ’83 Chrysler E-Class. Ever unsusceptible to the
seductions of my classic car, I found solace in its capacity for
speed. Dad had souped it up, as one does, so that it easily did
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110-120 mph. Despite his certainty in the car’s certain safety, it
bears mentioning that, as a parent, he should never have let a
stupid 16-year-old drive a car with such dexterity. After all, the
car sported not a single safety feature: no seatbelts, airbags, or
anti-lock brakes. In addition, I had spent my entire life as a
passenger as both of my parents drove dangerously and at
incredibly high speeds, including imitating James Dean-style
drag races. They often took challenged one another to contests
of speed to see who could make it home first; we once made a
40 mile trip in 20 minutes so as not to miss my eye exam. Of
course by the time we arrived my eyes were so watery we
couldn’t continue, but I digress. I loved one thing about that gas
guzzler: it could blow the doors off all my friends’ new cars.
Each afternoon as school was letting out, my younger sister
and I would jump in our jalopy and throw gravel as we drove
out of the lot. This isn’t as dramatic as it sounds; we were
always stuck behind a line of cars and school buses as we
fought our way onto the two-lane country highway toward our
population 250 town. In my first few months as a licensed
driver, the razzings about my car were relentless. Once school
resumed in the fall, however, I had found my métier: the
simultaneous multiple car and/or bus pass. I would wait for my
opening and then floor the car – windows rolled down, bat
wings wound open, Wonderbar blaring – and tear past as many
vehicles as I could as though I were starring in Red Asphalt. I
soon developed a reputation among my peers for fearlessness –
and probably stupidity – as I harnessed the hot rod’s
horsepower for hedonism. The rush of racing finally made sense
to me and I loved hotdogging in the vehicle they all considered
garbage. It didn’t hurt, either, that on the days my friends
couldn’t drive, my land yacht, to paraphrase Fred Schneider,
could seat “about 20.” For them, passengering with me was like
jumping on a carnival ride, and I did my best to make the show
worthwhile.
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While it lasted, that is. In total, I think that particular pass
was about six weeks. The last day I drove “the 5” to school was
a Thursday and I was looking forward to the weekend. My
friend from down the street, a soon-to-be butch lesbian,
informed me that she was sick of me kicking her ass on the race
home, so she wasn’t going to take it anymore. Certain of my
skill, I gleefully accepted her challenge and we cat-and-moused
it back to Little York. Rather than returning directly home, we
played a bit of hide-and-seek through the limited streets of our
hamlet, in a fashion not unlike my parents’ vehicular hijinks
over the years. What we didn’t realize, however, was that the
county commissioner had recently oiled and gravelled the street
that sets the boundary between town and country. My friend,
confident in her conquest, quickly took the corner, hit the
gravel, and slid in the ditch. I followed suit, ramming her ride
right in the trunk, rupturing my radiator.
As we stood in shock, I knew right then that I had destroyed
his dream; I had finished off the fifties. Free-wheeling
wanderings gave way to teenage twits and endless obligations.
We couldn’t afford to fix my fuck-up, and I didn’t even have a
decent defence. Panicked and paranoid, my friend and I fled.
Her car only had a creased trunk; mine was DOA thanks to that
ridiculous radiator. When she dropped me off at home, terror
overtook me and I started to bawl. I knew I had to call one of
my parents and announce my idiocy, but I couldn’t decide
which would be worse. My mother is the disciplinarian to this
day, so I defaulted to dad even though I was calling to declare
his dearest had died. We were not supposed to call him at
work, so he answered on edge. Rather than making it some
dreadful dialogue, I blurted out “I wrecked the car!” and hung
up. When the phone rang not 30 seconds later, I opted not to
answer. In retrospect, this was not the sagest decision.
In my mind, however, when one has recently, and
wantonly, sacrificed another’s offspring – not to mention the
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choicest of children, at least in his estimation – there is little left
to say. I was guilty and would not protest. Plus, how would I
explain that after defiling his darling I also left her for dead in a
ditch? Nope – there was no defending that, so I went mute.
Approximately twelve minutes later he roared into the driveway
in the ’64 Impala. True to form, he didn’t burst into the house to
inquire about my health. He offered no platitudes about the
replaceable nature of cars or his gratitude for my survival. I
understood this; he had two other children but only one 5. Later
that evening, when the wrecker – driven by stern family friend
called Smiley – arrived, there was something of a cortège with
my father following solemnly behind. The silence that
characterized the entire affair was stifling, as my father began
behaving as though I were the son slain in the day’s events.
He would not speak to me for nearly a year after my
calamitous collision. In the intervening months, he restored the
wreck in the fashion favoured by Dr. Frankenstein; he paired
disparate parts, punishing them into a parodic approximation.
After bending, de-denting, bondo-ing, sanding, priming,
painting, and buffing, he still knew that she was not herself. Her
parts, an unholy pairing, bespoke betrayal and brokenness. He
felt certain that anyone who beheld her freshly buffed beauty
would immediately divine the deception at work; here was a
surgically enhanced enchantress. She may as well be one of
those fibreglass kit cars guys with too much cash and erectile
dysfunction denial bought to make themselves feel better. For
him, she was sullied and there was no return, no matter how he
had returned to her the spark of life. Despite this death,
however, his dream of car-vana continued, but with less fervour.
He eventually started speaking to me again, though with
slightly more clipped phrases and acid tones. Ever the critic, I
introduced the apple into his Eden and therefore could not be
trusted. A few years later when I defected for a German auto –
they status symbol of my generation – he recalled the Huns
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against which his parents’ ‘merican made cars stood as a rebuke
and felt vindicated by my vehicular vindictiveness. My sister
ultimately ended up with “the 5,” wrecking it twice, once while
driving out of a DQ drive-in, another firm reminder that his
awful offspring were intent upon killing his classic cars and all
they symbolized. The final assault proved too overpowering and
he ultimately auctioned her to a balding broker with a glint in
his eye. Dad regarded him with all the pity of a newly
confirmed cuckold, ridiculing him for thinking the thinking the
past could be purchased, that youth could be regained. That car,
he thought, had too much history; he would seek out one
unsullied and start again.

Joshua Adair is an associate professor at Murray State
University, where he serves as the director of the writing centre
and coordinator of Gender & Diversity Studies.
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Julia Turgeon
Dreams of a Happier Year

E.M. Forster completed Maurice in 1914; however, the
novel was not published until 1971, following Forster’s death.
Maurice contains homosexual subject matter; therefore, the
novel could not be published while retaining its happy ending
during Forster’s lifetime. The novel itself focuses on themes of
invisibility, or without scrutiny due to an aspect of one’s identity.
For homosexuals during Maurice’s time, remaining invisible
typically involves remaining closeted, or without verbal
acknowledgment of one’s divergent sexuality. Maurice presents
dreams as a device utilized by the character Maurice to identify
his own sexuality, maintain invisibility, and transition from his
dream-like state to a wakeful life.
Due to a lack of available language to explain his selfhood,
Maurice discovers his sexuality through his own dreams. When
atypical sexuality is unspeakable, one does not attain the
language necessary to verbalize his or her divergent identity.
E.M. Forster, asserting “where all is obscure and unrealized the
best similitude is a dream,” attempts to make an example of
Maurice’s dreams of naked male friends and the way in which
his subsequent dreams will parallel his wakeful identity (22).
Clive, unaware of the context brewing in Maurice’s mind,
declares “Dante would have called it an awakening, not a
dream” (Forster 50). In a similar manner to Dante’s poem,
Maurice’s dreams become an alternative avenue directed
toward self-actualization, comparing the realization of his queer
sexuality to that of being “awoken” (Forster 63). Subsequently,
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Maurice’s relationship with Clive becomes dream-like itself,
exemplified when Maurice’s “name had been called out of his
dreams” by Clive, insinuating Clive is the ‘friend’ mentioned
time and again in Maurice’s dreams and contemplation of such.
After coming out to himself, Maurice cannot acknowledge his
queer sexuality to others beyond himself and Clive, thus his
dreams become a method through which he maintains
invisibility.
Through dreams, Maurice fulfills his homosexual desires
while simultaneously remaining invisible. Dreams become a
manner in which Maurice may express his sexuality without
coming out and being punished socially or by law. His lifestyle
is “part brutal, part ideal, like his dreams,” in the sense that it is
brutal to live in a lie, and ideal as he would otherwise be
excommunicated (Forster 23). By hiding his sexuality, Forster
notes “none of his difficulties had been solved, none were
added,” which assumes Maurice to be in a state of
complacency at such a point in his life (29). However, the
frustration which accompanies such a stagnancy is “healed”
when Maurice has “dreamless nights,” suggesting his dreams
maintain a significant role in his ability to remain invisible; if
Maurice could not have these healing nights he could not
maintain invisibility for he would have to act eventually (Forster
83). Conversely, without the dreams he could not understand
his sexuality through any other means. Forster suggests Maurice
has “the wrong words on his lips and the wrong desires in his
heart, and his arms full of air,” meaning Maurice cannot have
love, or any lover in his arms, due to the “wrong desires” he
holds; nevertheless, Maurice has let his dreams manifest into
love at various points throughout the novel (Forster 165).
While Maurice does not come out formally, he does test the
boundaries of his invisibility. These tests include Maurice’s
attempts to have dream-like relationships with Dickie and Alec.
Dickie, Maurice’s “World’s desire,” is mistaken by Maurice as a
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dream within which he may express his sexuality in (Forster
147). Maurice attempts to proposition Dickie quite boldly after
“his emotion had become physical,” in a manner which he
would not likely do in a wakeful state in fear of his true self
becoming known (Forster 148). The following day Dickie wakes
“with the sun on his face and his mind washed clean,” as if to
symbolize the previous day as a dream itself (Forster 149).
Maurice’s temperament the following day amplifies such a
notion as his desires are dwindling, as if he had awoken from a
passionate dream, supplemented by Forster’s assertion of
Maurice’s “fires [dying] down as quickly as they had
risen” (150). Unlike Dickie, who serves as an example of
Maurice’s need to express his sexuality in a dream-like
environment, Alec serves as an example of Maurice’s inability
to remain closeted. When his relationship with Alec begins,
Maurice describes his idea of a long-term friend, “someone to
last your whole life and you his,” explaining “such a thing can’t
really happen outside sleep” (Forster 197). To have a friend of
Maurice’s description is to jeopardize his social standing,
career, and life altogether; because of this, Maurice and Alec’s
relationship cannot exist in reality, and must be moved to the
dream-like, perhaps even mythical, greenwood. Although
Maurice’s relationships exist in dream-like scenes, his
understanding of himself takes him on a harrowing journey
from dreaming to existence in a wakeful life.
Questioning the validity of his identity after Clive becomes
normal, Maurice turns to medical interventions to fix the
thoughts which threaten to further pervade his actions.
Conversely, such interventions have the opposite result, and
Maurice comes to embrace his homosexuality. Before seeking
medical intervention, Maurice first attempts “severe selfdiscipline” to achieve a masculine, more heteronormative self
(Forster 141). One can infer this by the typical masculine traits
of patriotism and chivalry he strived to achieve in compensation
for his less-than masculine encounters with Clive. Intervention
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is first sought from Dr. Barry, who likens his coming out to
rubbish. Maurice, already vulnerable, speculates “if his words
were rubbish his life was a dream,” suggesting Dr. Barry has
misconstrued his identity to that of a dream rather than reality
(Forster 159). Though his identity was formed through dreams,
Maurice understands from this encounter the extent to which he
identifies with the themes presented within. Maurice then
attempts hypnotism, being put into a dream-like trance in which
Mr. Lasker Jones initiates to force Maurice to change his
unconscious thoughts. Changing Maurice’s unconscious
thoughts would consequently change the dreams which have a
large impact on his sexual identity. However, it is clear from the
beginning of their sessions Maurice lacks the will to be cured
made necessary by the nature of the treatment. When instructed
to leap over a crack symbolic of his struggle with
homosexuality, Maurice complies but “was not convinced of
the necessity” (Forster 182). Maurice’s confusion infers he
cannot understand why he is lying to himself to such an extent.
His next session ends in a similar matter, Maurice cannot force
himself into the trance, as he is no longer willing to deny his
dreams. From this scene and onward, Maurice becomes
optimistic toward the future reality of his dreams:
He moaned, half asleep. There was something
better in life than this rubbish, if only he could get to it
– love – nobility – big spaces where passion clasped
peace, spaces no science could reach, but they existed
for ever, full of woods some of them, and arched with
majestic sky and a friend…. (Forster 191)
Half asleep, thus half awake, Maurice imagines a very real
place characterized by his confidence in the existence of such a
place in the realm of reality rather than dreams; such a place
has always existed in his dreams.
E.M. Forster presents a novel focused on the journey toward
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becoming and remaining true to oneself. While Forster could
not live publicly in such a way during his lifetime, his character
Maurice fulfilled his dreams and embodied his true identity, at
least to himself. Through dreams, Maurice was able to
accomplish the identification of his own sexuality beyond the
norm, remain invisible as a homosexual to those around him,
and to bring his dreams forth into reality.
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Natasha Bergeron
Les morales démasquées du Tartuffe

La pièce de théâtre en cinq actes et en vers, Le Tartuffe qui
est aussi connue sous le nom de L’Imposteur, écrite par Molière,
a longtemps été critiquée par l’Église pour ses références
récurrentes à ce sujet. Cette pièce a même été interdite de 1663
jusqu’à ce qu’elle soit présentée pour la première fois dans le
théâtre du Palais-Royal le 5 février 1669 (Wikipédia). Il est
évident que, Le Tartuffe de Molière est non seulement une satire
de la religion mais c’est aussi une satire des mœurs. En effet,
elle aborde les thèmes suivants : les vrais et les faux dévots, les
pêchés, le mariage de raison et le mariage d’amour, le rôle des
femmes ainsi que les classes sociales. Cependant, cette pièce
de théâtre est-elle aussi une comédie qui a pour but de
provoquer le rire chez les spectateurs? Cette présente
composition démontre que Le Tartuffe est non seulement une
satire, mais aussi une comédie.
Tout d’abord, Le Tartuffe est une satire où Molière critique
la fausse religion. Pour ce faire, ses personnages et leurs actions
démontrent clairement les vices ou défauts que Molière
remarque au courant de sa vie. En premier lieu, l’hypocrisie est
le thème le plus évident dans la pièce, surtout l’hypocrisie dans
la religion, ce qui peut être très dangereux. Ainsi, le personnage
principal, Tartuffe, est un faux dévot qui manipule la religion
pour avoir tout ce qu’il veut. C’est exactement le but de
Molière; il rit de ces religieux hypocrites qui la manipulent pour
réaliser tous leurs désirs. Dans ce contexte, le personnage de
Tartuffe utilise l’exagération ainsi que le lexique religieux pour
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convaincre ses victimes avec sa comédie hypocrite. Par
exemple, à l’acte III, au début de la scène 2, Tartuffe aperçoit
Dorine et ordonne à son serviteur de ranger ses objets de
pénitence et de prier : « Laurent, serrez ma haire avec ma
disciple, et priez que toujours le Ciel vous illumine. Si l’on
vient pour me voir, je vais aux prisonniers. Des aumônes que
j’ai partager les deniers» (Molière, 93). Ici, Tartuffe joue la
comédie de la fausse religion en apercevant Dorine qui se rend
compte, dès le début de la pièce, de sa fausse dévotion. De
plus, Molière aborde le thème du péché dans la religion. Si
bien que, Tartuffe, l’imposteur pèche à plusieurs reprises. Il
ment, il escroque Orgon, sa fortune et sa propriété. Il est un
libertin manipulateur et avare.
Toutefois, le péché qui fait vraiment avancer l’action dans
la pièce est la séduction d’Elmire, la femme de son hôte. Il
essaie de la séduire une première fois, puis, une deuxième fois
quand Elmire le provoque pour dessiller les yeux d’Orgon.
Tartuffe va même jusqu'à dire : « Et ce n’est pas pécher que
pécher en silence » (Molière, 130). Il va sans dire que Tartuffe
est habitué de pécher; il croit que s’il le fait en secret, ce n’est
pas pécher. Encore une fois, Molière critique l’hypocrisie à
travers les péchés. En dépit de cela, Molière met en évidence le
thème du pardon en faisant parler le sage Cléante qui conseille
constamment son beau-frère Orgon. Vers la fin de la pièce, une
fois Tartuffe arrêté, Cléante, le vrai dévot explique à Orgon qu’il
doit lui pardonner : « Souhaitez bien plutôt que son [Tartuffe]
cœur en ce jour au sein de la vertu fasse un heureux retour,
qu’il corrige sa vie en détestant son vice » (Molière, 159).
Autrement dit, Cléante lui suggère, d’une part, de souhaiter du
bien pour Tartuffe afin qu’il ait une bonne vie et d’autre part de
lui pardonner tout comme le Prince lui a pardonné. En effet,
Cléante représente la « vraie » religion, il est sans doute la voix
de la raison et de la sagesse. Il est clair que Molière ne critique
pas la religion elle-même, mais certaines personnes et la
manière dont elles la pratiquent.
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Ensuite, Le Tartuffe satirise aussi la mœurs du mariage parce
que c’est un thème récurrent qui cause un obstacle à plusieurs
personnages. En fait, Molière aborde le mariage de raison ainsi
que le mariage d’amour pour les comparer au vice qui est le
mariage arrangé. Dans cette pièce de théâtre, Molière nous
montre que le père a l’autorité absolue en ce qui concerne le
mariage de sa fille. D’ailleurs, même s’il lui avait déjà promis la
main d’un autre, la mariée doit être soumise et accepter sa
décision sans s’opposer. De plus, puisque le mariage occupe
une grande place dans la pièce, son importance est évidente.
Orgon impose Tartuffe à Mariane avec beaucoup d’autorité : «
Oui, je prétends, ma fille, unir par votre hymen Tartuffe à ma
famille. Il sera votre époux, j’ai résolu cela ; et comme sur vos
vœux je…» (Molière, 64). Cet extrait témoigne certainement la
réalité de beaucoup de mariages à l’époque de Molière.
Logiquement parlant, cette situation fait avancer l’action tout en
illustrant le rôle des femmes. Il semble qu’au XVIIe siècle, les
femmes sont soumises, réservées, calmes et posées. Bref, elles
sont semblables à Mariane. Mais, dans l’Imposteur, les deux
seules protagonistes qui peuvent faire progresser l’action sont
des femmes; Dorine et Elmire. Sans elles, la pièce ne serait
probablement pas une comédie satirique mais plutôt une
tragédie. En effet, Dorine et Elmire foncent avec conviction
pour trouver des solutions; elles sont très audacieuses,
contrairement à Mariane. Par exemple, Molière critique les
mœurs associées aux femmes. Il laisse la servante Dorine
contester son maître Orgon au sujet du mariage entre Tartuffe et
Mariane : « Quoi? Se peut-il, Monsieur, qu’avec l’air d’homme
sage et cette large barbe au milieu du visage, vous soyez assez
fou pour vouloir… ? » (Molière, 65) Autrement dit, le pouvoir
féminin dans le cadre familial est presque inexistant et il est
entrecroisé avec les classes sociales.
Molière choisit une famille bourgeoise et loyale à la
royauté pour fournir un cadre social à sa pièce de théâtre. De
ce fait, les différentes classes sociales sont mentionnées, ce qui
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rend la pièce plus intéressante. À cet égard, Molière satirise les
classes sociales en choisissant un personnage principal pauvre,
qui escroque une famille bourgeoise. De plus, au tout début de
la pièce, Madame Pernelle critique toute sa famille et décrit
Elmire en disant : « Vous êtes dépensière; et cet état me blesse,
que vous alliez vêtue ainsi qu’une princesse » (Molière, 39). Il
va sans dire qu’ils font partie de la noblesse. Le thème des
inégalités sociales ne cesse d’apparaître tout au long de la pièce
et Molière le satirise d’une façon à la fois comique et
dramatique.
En plus d’être une satire, Le Tartuffe est aussi une comédie.
Molière emploie le comique des gestes à plusieurs reprises. Par
exemple, à l’acte II, scène 2, une fois que Dorine finit de
défendre Mariane, Orgon veut lui donner un soufflet, mais il la
manque (Molière, 71). La pièce est aussi parsemée de comique
du langage. À titre d’exemple, à l’acte V, scène 3, quand Orgon
explique à sa mère qu’il s’est fait avoir avec Tartuffe, Dorine
réplique « Le pauvre homme! » (Molière, 142). Il s’agit
certainement d’une allusion à la scène 4 de l’acte I; c’est tout
ce qu’Orgon dit en écoutant Dorine lui parler d’Elmire et de
Tartuffe. Par ailleurs, à l’acte V, scène 3, il y a aussi le comique
de la situation parce que Madame Pernelle refait exactement la
même scène d’aveuglement qu’Orgon dans le premier acte. De
plus, Molière emploie le comique des caractères en permettant
à Elmire de devenir plus autoritaire que son époux dans l’acte
IV, scène 4 : « Au moins, je vais toucher une étrange matière :
ne vous scandalisez en aucune manière. Quoi que je puisse
dire, il doit m’être permis, et c’est pour vous convaincre, ainsi
que j’ai promis » (Molière, 124). En outre, Elmire réussit à
convaincre Orgon de se cacher sous la table et de la laisser dire
n’importe quoi; elle devient du coup autoritaire. Enfin, toute
comédie doit se terminer positivement, en ayant un
dénouement heureux. Dans le cas présent, l’antagoniste,
Tartuffe, est arrêté pour ses crimes, Orgon est pardonné par le
prince et, évidemment, Mariane réussi à épouser Valère : « Par
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un doux hymen couronner en Valère la flamme d’un amant
généreux et sincère » (Molière, 159). Logiquement parlant,
Mariane a droit à un mariage d’amour.
En conclusion, la pièce de théâtre Le Tartuffe de Molière,
est une comédie avec des éléments comiques et des leçons
morales soi-disant « démasquées », portant sur la religion,
l’hypocrisie, les péchés ainsi que sur les mœurs telles que le
mariage, le rôle des femmes et les classes sociales. Il ne reste
plus qu’à savoir si toutes les comédies écrites par Molière sont
toutes satiriques.
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